Abstract. Connections of KP, qKP, and Moyal type dKP constructions are developed. Some expansion of the Moyal KP constructions of Kemmoku-Saito is given with clarification of the role of spectral variables as a phase space.
INTRODUCTION
This is a kind of sequel to [7] with connections to integrable systems. It is partially expository, clarifying the exposition in [5] based on work of Kemmoku and Saito [31, 32, 33, 34] , and some new aspects are indicated concerning q-integrable systems and Moyal deformations. In [7] we showed how a certain phase space discretization in [31, 32, 33] is related to a q-discretization leading to a new q-Moyal type bracket. We discuss here, following [31, 33] , also an analogous q-discretization for KP related functions A(z, ζ) = a mn z m ζ n with spectral variables (z, ζ) as phase space entities. The version in [5] is expanded and clarified. We also indicate some features of q-KP following [1, 3, 15, 29, 30, 59] and describe connections to dispersionless theories and Moyal following [27, 56] .
BACKGROUND AND ORIENTATION
We run in parallel here the phase space discretization of [31, 32, 33] , as expanded in [5, 7] , together with the KP variants of [31, 33] as described in [5] (with some correction of typos, etc.). Thus for the phase space picture involving x = (x, p) one has (f = f (x, p))
Sinh(λ a i ∂ i ); (2.1)
A variation of this in a q-lattice was developed in [7] (cf. also [14] ) involving ∇ mn g = g(xq m , pq n ) − g(xq −m , pq −n ) (q m − q −m )(q n − q n )xp ; X D f g = 1 2xp m,n,r,s q ms−nr [f (q r x, q s p) − f (q −r x, q −s p)][g(q m x, q n p) − g(q −m x, q −n p)] (q m − q −m )(q n − q −n )
Here the lattice structure was given a priori (no connection to λ) and the role of λ is played by q m − q −m , q n − q −n , etc. For the KP situation with (P1) A(z, ζ) = a mn z m ζ n (m, n ∈ Z) one writes
where z ∼ e p and ζ ∼ e x with x ∼ (x, p) so for A mn = z m ζ n one has (P2) A mn (x + iλb) = e mp e nx exp(iλ(mb 2 Then for X Q f = X D f one has (P5) < P Fw , X Q f >= dxdpF w (x, p)f (x, p) =<f >. For KP we have from [5, 31] F KP (z, ζ) = dx ℓ∈Z ψ(q ℓ/2 z)ψ
Let now (P6) < ∆ mn , ∇ pq >= δ mp δ nq and write for A = a mn z m ζ n Ω F KP (z, ζ) = mn f mn z −m ζ −n ∆ mn ; (2.11)
F KP (z, ζ)A(z, ζ) = f mn a mn
In particular for X D mn = z m ζ n ∇ mn one has f mn =< Ω F KP , X D mn >= − dx dz 2πiz z m ψ(q n/2 z)ψ * (q −n/2 z) (2.12)
We now recall the Orlov-Schulman operators (cf. [9, 16, 17, 53] ), i.e. (P7) z m ∂ ℓ z φ = M ℓ L m φ with flow equations ∂ mℓ φ = −(M ℓ L m ) − φ for φ = W exp(ξ) (i.e. z m ∂ ℓ z ∼ ∂ mℓ ). Recall also Lφ = zφ and ∂ n φ = L n + φ; from this (P8) (∂ n − L n + )W = W (∂ n − ∂ n ) and
. Then one can rewrite the right side Ξ of (2.12) in terms of the ∂ mℓ . Indeed q nz∂z ψ(z) = ψ(q n z) and under a change of variables z → q n/2 z the integrand in (2.12) becomes (dz/2πiz)(q n/2 z) m ψ(q n z)ψ * (z) so
One can write then for λ = log(q) a formula (P9)
Now from (P7) we can write (P10)
. There are various formulas in this direction and we recall some results from [9, 16, 18, 19, 48, 52] . Thus one has a lemma of Dickey that for P = p k ∂ −k and Q = q k ∂ −k follows Res λ (P exp(λx)Qexp(−λx) = Res ∂ P Q * (here x * = x, ∂ * = −∂, and (AB) * = B * A * ).
Thus one writes
. Consequently using the Dickey lemma for w = w 1 and (P13) with Lψ = zψ and
Hence (e ±ξ replaces e ±zx in an obvious manner where ξ = t n z n )
Now in [5] there is some confusion about using dz/2πi or dz/2πiz as a symbol for a residue. If the former is adopted consistently then (2.14) becomes (via (2.16))
Thus actually it is F KP in (2.10) which generates D mn via X D mn (which eliminates the a mn in (2.10)). One can write now D A = a mn D mn with
where J r = ∂ r ∂log(τ ) is a first integral of KP (i.e. H r = dxJ r is a Hamiltonian). Here one recalls that s n+1 = ∂ −1 ∂ n u = ∂ n ∂og(τ ) = J n are conserved densities (cf. [9] and note that the ∂s n+1 = K n+1 = ∂ n u are symmetries determining the standard KP flows). Note also that the D mn flows are independent and commuting with the ∂ r so D A is independent and commutes with ∂ r . Now one defines (P14) − dxD A J r = DÃ · H r = DÃ · dxJ r where DÃ corresponds to a Hamiltonian vector field (e.g. X f acting as X f g in (2.2)); i.e. one writes
This is rather a stretch of imagination but perhaps morally correct at least since it is consistent with the Heisenberg notation (P15) dA/dt = {A, H} M . Here {Ã, H r } KP M makes no recourse to phase space variables z, ζ however and any relation to e.g. (2.7) is vague at best. As in [5] we can say however that ∂ rÃ = DÃ ·H r has the structure ∂ r < Ω F KP , X D A >= ∂ rÃ and one imagines e.g. a Heisenberg picture
(cf. also [5, 7] ). REMARK 2.1. The q-lattice version (2.3) of phase space discretization was developed following an analogue of Fourier transform techniques dealing with (2.1) -(2.2). On the other hand (2.5), derived via z ∼ e p and ζ ∼ e x , leads for q ∼ exp(iλ) to
which has some similarity to∇ mn g of (2.3). In accord with procedures in [7] one might expect here a directive to modify λ in the denominator of (2.22) via e.g. (q m − q −m )(q n − q −n )zζ. At first sight one is tempted to look for ζ, z as arising in vertex operators (cf. [1, 2, 8, 9, 11, 16, 49] )
(where the W m p are expressed in terms of currents J v k involving time derivatives ∂ n ) leading perhaps to a new perspective on vertex operators. The dynamical analogies are not immediately clear but an origin of spectral variables as phase space variables is suggested in Remark 4.2 via the anti-isomorphism of PSDO and the z-operators of Dickey (cf. [18, 19] ). Nevertheless we give here for completeness a few more formulas involving vertex operators. Thus one can imagine of course a Taylor type expansion (cf. [2] )
which would suggest that for n ∈ Z (2.26 ) the last term requires some z dependence -further in taking residues only a D(W m+1 s τ /τ ) term arises). A possible way now to envision z, ζ as phase space variables might be in terms of ζ ∼ ∂ z or z ∼ L and ζ ∼ M . We recall also from [2] that the generating functions
can be considered as stress energy tensors and (
Hence from (2.29)
which is consistent with (2.26).
In connection with KP and Moyal we add a few results from [27] (cf. also [5, 56, 57] ). Thus letM = M ⊕ T where T ∼ times {t n } and for some * product on M write
u n (x, t)∂ −n be the Lax operator for KP. One then applies the geometrical framework to obtain a Moyal KP hierarchy KP κ , based on deformation of dKP, which is equivalent to the Sato hierarchy based on PSDO. Similar calculations apply to Toda and dToda, KdV and dKdV, etc. Further the geometrical picture can be phrased in the Sdif f 2 format with L, M etc. It seems from this that if one starts with dKP as a basic Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonians B n and standard P brackets then KP κ can be considered as a quantization of dKP is some sense with quantum integrals of motion B n (κ) which for κ = 1 say is equivalent to KP (or κ = 1/2 in [27] ). The B n (κ) would perhaps have to be extracted from KP after establishing the isomorphism (cf. [27] ) and we turn briefly to this approach now. Thus in [27] one writes the Sato KP hierarchy via (v −2 = 1,
The isomorphism between (KP ) Sato and (KP ) M is then determined by relating v n and u n in the form (κ = 1/2)
where n = 0, 1, · · · and
Let us recall the KP κ theory of [27, 56] where dKP is built up as follows (cf. [5, 11, 12, 57] ). We will assume some familiarity with KP and dKP as in [5] and only recall formulas (extensive references are given in [5] ). Then the KP Lax operator has the form (P17) L = ∂ + ∞ 1 u n+1 ∂ −n with u 2 = u and u i = u i (x, x n ) where x 1 ∼ x. The x n (or equivalently t n ) for n ≥ 2 correspond to time variables with flows (P18)
There is a dressing or gauge operator (P19)
Concerning λ derivatives one has
and [L, M ] = 1. The tau function arises in a vertex operator equation (VOE)
The Hirota bilinear identity is (P21) 0 = C ψ(x, λ)ψ * (y, λ)dλ, where C is a circle around λ = ∞, and this leads to various Hirota bilinear formulas. In particular one has (
where the p j are Schur polynomials and (P22)
REMARK 2.2. For dKP traditionally one thinks of fast and slow variables ǫt i = T i (shifting now x i → t i for i ≥ 2 with x 1 ∼ x) and ∂ n → ǫ∂/∂T n with ∂ = ∂ x → ǫ∂ X and
X . Then one writes u i (x, t n ) →ũ i (X, T n ) and this passage (where one usually assumed u i (X/ǫ, T n /ǫ) =ũ(X, T n ) + O(ǫ) has always seemed unrealistic; however in certain situations it is perfectly reasonable (see e.g. [5, 10] under (X, ψ) duality). A priori if one simply substitutes in a power series (P24)
2 · · · there will be horrible divergences as ǫ → 0 so one is led to think of sums of simple homogeneous functions (e.g.
with sums as in (P24) yielding terms with − α i ≥ 0. Note that this can be achieved for arbitrary powers of x and a finite number of t n (2 ≤ n ≤ N ) by insertion of some suitably large negative power of say t N +1 in each monomial; then one could worry about the meaning of t N +1 later. Perhaps this is an argument for some ultimate projectivization via T N +1 corresponding to some universal time.
In any event for dKP one writes (T ∼ (X, T n ) -cf. [5, 11, 12, 57] )
where
Now return to [27, 56] 
with index changes and v ∼ u, while Λ = ∞ −2 u n (x)λ −n−1 corresponds to Λ = λ + u 0 λ −1 + · · · which corresponds to (2.42) with λ ∼ P . Thus we see that the Moyal bracket in (2.35) for example involves X and P derivatives where (X, P ) is the natural phase space for dKP. The connection between (KP ) Sato and (KP ) κ for λ = 1/2 is obtained by relating u n ∼ U n+1 in dKP to v n ∼ u n+1 in KP. It is important to realize here that no scaling is involved in [27, 56] . In any case one can formulate the KP hierarchy as a quantization of dKP under the Moyal bracket. The actual correspondence (2.36) is not important here (see also below) and one could simply define KP as (KP ) κ for κ = 1/2 and express it through phase space (X, P ) Moyal brackets. We will discuss below similar correspondences for q-KP and dKP under suitable q-Moyal type brackets. In this direction, following [56] , one would have
REMARKS ON Q-KP
There are various approaches to q-KP and we mention e.g. [3, 4, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 35, 39, 40, 54, 59, 60, 62 ]. We will not dwell upon q-nKdV or q-NLS here, nor upon discrete KP as in [3, 4, 15] . Let us rather follow [30, 59] at first in writing (P27) [30] ). This leads to the formal adjoint to
(this differs by a factor of x(1 − q) from the definitions in [24] ). Let S be the PSDO (P34) S = 1 +
satisfying L = SD q S −1 (whose existence is proved easily). The vector fields ∂/∂t j can be extended via (P35) (∂S/∂t j ) = −(L j ) − S and will remain commutative. One uses now a nonstandard definition
The q-wave function w q and its adjoint w * q are defined via
One can easily show (as in the classical case)
One uses the standard notation (P37) res z ( a i z i ) = a −1 and res Dq ( b i D i q ) = b −1 and proves an analogue of Dickey's lemma, namely
Further a q-bilinear identity is proved in the form (P38) res z (D n q ∂ α w q w * q ) = 0; the converse is also true. In addition given formal series
with (P38) holding for any n ∈ Z + and any multi-index α with nonnegative components
q is a solution of the q-KP hierarchy with wave and adjoint wave functions given by w q and w * q . As a consequence one can prove the existence of a quantum tau function. Indeed let (P39)
A little argument shows that there is a function τ q (x; t) such thatw
Equivalently then one can write
with ∂/∂t 1 is a solution of the KP hierarchy with tau function τ , then
is a tau function for the q-KP hierarchy. Finally applications to N-qKdV are given and in particular for L = D 2 q + (q − 1)xuD q + u a solution for qKdV one has
We recall also the standard symbol calculus for PSDO following e.g. [28, 47, 58] . First one recalls from [28] the ring A of pseudodifferential operators (PSDO) via PSD symbols (cf. also [58] for a more mathematical discussion). Thus one looks at formal series (P40) A(x, ξ) = n −∞ a i (x)ξ i where ξ is the symbol for ∂ x and a i (x) ∈ C ∞ (say on the line or circle). The multiplication law is given via the Leibnitz rule for symbols Somewhat more traditionally (following [58] -modulo notation and various necessary analytical details), one can write
whereû(ξ) = exp(−ix · ξ)u(x)dx. One takes D = (1/i)∂ x and writes a = symb(A) with A = op(a) ∼Ȧ where the · is to mod out S −∞ (we will not be fussy about this and will simply use A). The symbol of A • B is then formally
corresponding to (P41), while [A, B] = AB −BA corresponds to the symbol (P46) {a, b} = (∂a/∂ξ)(∂b/∂x)−(∂a/∂x)(∂b/∂ξ). One notes that P (D)T = P (ξ)T . In any event it is clear that the algebra of differential operators on a manifold M (quantum operators) may be considered as a noncommutative deformation of the algebra of functions on T * M defined by canonical quantization via the symplectic form ω = dp i ∧ dx i . The extension to PSDO brings one into the aena of integrable systems etc. Thus in a certain sense KP is an extension or generalization of quantum mechanics (QM) based on the ring of PSDO (PSDO of all orders arise via L n + in the higher flows).
In [47] for example one extends matters to q-derivatives
Recall here
Then the q-analogue of the Leibnitz rule is
One also uses the rules (P49) f * ∂ q = f ∂ q , ∂ q * f = τ (f )∂ q , and
where the order is different in [ , ] and u 1 (z) has a nontrivial evolution because of (P49).
In accord with the procedures of [27, 56] we should now represent the ring A q of qPSDO symbols via a product as in say (P41) and thence provide expressions for deformation thereof. The X and P variables should come from the phase space for dKP. Evidently the qPSDO symbols will involve a variation on (3.15) (cf. (3.12)) and in view of the lovely development sketched above from [30] it should be better to phrase matters in that notation. Thus use (P33) where D q ∼ ∂ q and from (P28) one has
. Thus the rules of [47] should apply to D q with suitable embellishment and we look at (cf.
leading to
Another way of writing this could be based on (cf. (P41))
thus as symbols
more in keeping with (3.12). In this direction one could write e.g.
. In any event we have shown heuristically (see Section 4 for more detail and enhancement) We note from [14] an associative q-Weyl type star product based on (ν = log(q) and = 0) *
which essentially corresponds to our formula (4.14) in [7] , namely
This is however quite different from our version (2.2) (with X D f g ∼ {f, g} M ) and it is different also from (2.3). Some obstacles to the use of a D q version of (3.22) for a Weyl ordered q-plane with P X − qXP = i are discussed in [14] . In particular the lack of a complete basis is indicated and it may be that some version of (2.3) will circumvent this problem. We note also that (P51) for example arising from the PSDO calculus (3.16) -(3.20) etc. is different from the associative star products suggested in [14] of the form * q W above and (ν = log(q) and = 0) *
Here we apparently must identify (3.20) 
We recall from [20] that standard ordering S here means x m p n →x mpn while antistandard A means x m p n →p nxm . Thus we want to compare (P51) with (3.21), or (3.23) or (3.24) and in view of the D q operators we probably want (3.24) or a Weyl form of this. Recall that for ν = log(q) one has exp(νp∂ p )f (p) = f (qp) and e.g.
Thus writing out the first equation in (3.24) for example one gets (
Before embarking on questions of comparisonà la [27, 56] let us recall some results from [21] . Here one considers star products of the form (P52) f ⋆g = f g + n≥1 h n B n (f, g) where the B n are bilinear differential operators. In particular in [21] By suitable hocus pocus one shows also that (3.28) plus Jacobi is equivalent to Moyal. Note here that (3.36) below is of this form with b rr0 = 0, b r0r = 0, and all other coefficients equal 0. Also b 110 = b 101 (as required) and the Jacobi condition for {f, g} = (1/h)(f ⋆g − g⋆f ) can be proved directly via associativity of ⋆ (exercise). Thus {{f, g}, h} + {{h, f }, g} + {{g, h}, f } = 0 (3.29) REMARK 3.1. We recall here the argument in [56] relating KP and dKP M . Here
gives an expression for dKP M .
In order to establish an equivalence to the KP hierarchy, based on PSDO of the form
one looks at
and compares (3.30) with a bracket allegedly based on PSDO of the form (cf. [56] ) 3.34) and the bracket based on this is not obviously the same as (3.33) or equivalent. Note also
We see however that (P54) (1/κ)A • κ B − B • κ A) = {A, B} κ is of the form (3.28) with b rr0 = 0, b r0r = 0, and all other coefficients equal 0. Also b 110 = −b 101 and the Jacobi identity will follow from associativity so in fact a bracket such as (P54) is equivalent to Moyal in the symbols involved. Note here that associativity is not obvious however (although asserted in [38, 46] ) and (3.36) below was only asserted to be associative in [43] (not proved). Let us clarify this since it is not entirely trivial. Thus consider (3.34) along with e.g. (more on this below -cf. Remark 3.3)
In fact associativity for A • κ B is proved in [42] (note the κ can be absorbed in ξ by rescaling). The trick is to use the formula
which shows that (for κ = 1)
Now for associativity one checks that
and the right side of (P56) is
To prove (3.41) one can start with
and picking out the coefficients of x µ on both sides gives
(cf. also [44] ). Associativity for ⋆ conceivably follows along similar lines.
REMARK 3.2. Thus, although the origin of (3.33) is unclear, it is sufficient to work from the original PSDO bracket (3.34) and use [21] to assert that all of these brackets are equivalent to Moyal (equivalent means up to a change of variables). A specific correspondence as in [27] is not needed then to assert indirectly that q-KP is equivalent to dKP M as in (3.36) once it is clear that q-KP corresponds to KP. REMARK 3.3. The form (3.36) comes from a q-plane construction as in [43] (cf. also [61] and Remark 3.5). Thus one writes (P57)xp = qpx and A x = C[x 1 ,x 2 ]/R where R ∼ (P57). We recall that if x i ∼x i are corresponding commuting variables (corresponding e.g. to some ordering and isomorphism as in [6, 7, 13, 51] ); then using a Fourier transform
replaces x i byx i in the most symmetric manner (Weyl quantization). If thex i have Hermitian properties then W (f ) will inherit them for real f . Operators defined by (3.45) can be multiplied and one wants to associate them with classical functions. If such a function exists we call it f ⋆g defined via (P58) W (f )W (g) = W (f ⋆g) or more explicitly
If the product of exponents can be defined via the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula then f ⋆g will exist. This is the case for a canonical structure (P59) exp(
In fact one can compute (f ⋆g)(x) from (3.46) and (P59) by replacingx with x, i.e.
which is the Moyal product. For the q-plane the BCH formula cannot be used explicitly and the Weyl quantization (3.45) does not seem to be the most natural one (cf. [14] ). For now, in terms of algebraic structure only, any unique prescription of an operator with a function of classical variables will suffice. This could be e.g. normal order wherex operators are placed to the left ofŷ operators (or better herex mpn corresponds toxp order). Thus define (P60) W (f (x, p)) =: f (x,p) : and (P58) becomes (P61) : f (x,p) :: g(x,p) :=: (f ⋆g)(x,p) : which for monomials iŝ
This generalizes for power series to
which is (3.36). One could equally well have usedpx ordering or Weyl ordering here. For mononomials of fixed degree thexp, orpx, or Weyl ordered products form a basis. We
For the q-plane the form (P58) provides a formula (P62) W (x i x j ) =:x ixj : (with sayxp ordering) and leads to
which is (3.36). Note for f, g of the form f = f mn x m p n with m ≥ 0 and −∞ < n ≤ N (3.36) or (3.51) will have the same form. For this, working withxp ordering, we recall x mpnxapb = q −naxm+apn+b and if n = −η we get q ηa as a multiplier. This is consistent with moving p −η past x a with p −1 x = qxp −1 (from xp = qpx). Hence the formulas (3.48), (3.49) , and (3.51) remain valid.
In addition to the constructions for q-KP in (3.1) -(3.9) we mention here the Frenkel (F) and Khesin-Lyubashenko-Roger (KLR) versions of q-KP (cf. [24, 36] ). Thus write
and there is an isomorphism (P63)ˆ: D q → D mapping the F or KLR systems into the discrete KP hierarchy (cf. [3, 4, 15] -we omit here a discussion of discrete KP). These systems are equivalent by virtue of a correspondence
Consider now a suitable space of functions f (x) represented by "Fourier" series (P64) f (x) = ∞ −∞ f n φ n (x) for φ n (x) = δ(q −n y −1 x) for q = 1 and y ∈ R.
where Λ ∼ (δ i,j−1 ) i,j∈Z is a shift operator. In addition
In any event we have seen that the calculation of PSDO symbolically corresponds symbolically to qPSDO (Proposition 3.1). Further from [21] we have seen that all Moyal brackets based on an associative star product of the form (P52) are equivalent. Consequently one has heuristically (cf. also Section 4) PROPOSITION 3.2. Given the associativity of (3.36) asserted in [43] it yields a Moyal bracket equivalent to the standard one; this applies also to the associative star products (3.21) and (3.23) and to (2.3) provided it is associative. Hence dKP M based on any such star product is equivalent to KP via [27, 56] and thence to qKP symbolically as in Proposition 3.1 (embellished as in Proposition 4.1). The fact that q-plane structure led to (3.36) is immaterial here given its associativity.
This seems reasonable since knowing that KP is a "quantization" of dKP under a suitable Moyal bracket (and hence a generalized quantum theory) one would expect the isomorphic theory qKP to be some kind of quantization of dKP M under equivalent Moyal brackets as indicated (cf. Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 4.1 for the correspondence KP ↔ qKP ). Explicit examples of comparisons as in [27, 56] would be useful (cf. Remark 3.4). REMARK 3.4. For a start in this direction explicit calculations to compare e.g. qKP and dKP ⋆ can be carried out using the compatibility conditions (P65) D x p = q −1 pD x and D p x = qxD p on the q-plane (D ∼ D q ). This can be confirmed as follows. From [37] one has
Next note, in analogy to the formula from [37] (based on (3.64), (3.65), etc.)
we have e.g.
Now xp = qpx so p −1 x = qxp −1 and p −1 x m = q m x m p −1 leading to
and we ask what this means for xD p and pD x . From (3.61) one has (P67)
For the calculations one starts with (P69) λ = L = p + a 0 + ∞ 1 a i p −i ; λ 2 + = L 2 + = p 2 + u 1 p + u 0 where a i = a i (x, t) and u i = u i (x, t) with e.g. λ 2 ∼ λ⋆λ. One computes e.g.
Under certain conditions (a 0 , a 1 , u 0 , u 1 constant in x) compatible equations seem to appear, modulo solution of second order difference equations (D 2 q + 2c 1 D q + c 2 )a n = 2c 1 (c 1 + a 2 + · · · + a n−1 ) (n ≥ 2) (3.63) (cf. [13] ). REMARK 3.5. We note here in passing another way of dealing with q-plane differential operators following [51] (cf. also [6, 7, 13] ). Thus one imbues the q-plane or Manin plane (cf. [45] ) with the natural associated covariant calculus (cf. (3.64) -(3.65) below) . Thus we can treat the phase space as a q-plane x 1 = x and x 2 = p for say GL q (2) with rules (q ∼ exp( ))
where λ = q − q −1 . Thus
Note here for example
but a situation p ∼ ∂ x with px − qxp = i is excluded (cf. [14] ). One denotes by Dif f q 2 (1) the ring generated by x, ∂ q obeying (P70)
We distinguish now scrupulously between ∂ q ∼ D q 2 , D q , and ∂ x , ∂ p as normal q-derivatives. Introduce (P71) µ k = 1 + qλ j≥k x j ∂ j so the last equation in (3.64) takes the form (P72) ∂ i x i = µ i + x i ∂ i (note the µ i are operators). Now there results
Thus the relations in (3.64) are completely untangled. The D j correspond to D q −2 and evidently Dif f q 2 (1) is isomorphic to Dif f q −2 (1) since, for δ q = qµ −1/2 ∂ q and y = µ −1/2 x with operators x, ∂ q satisfying (P70), one has δ q y = 1+q −2 yδ q . Further the ring isomorphism between Dif f q 2 (1) (generated by (x, ∂ q ) and Dif f (1) (generated by (x, ∂) can be established via e.g.
Since the ring properties are not immediate from this one can go to an alternative noncanonical isomorphism as follows (cf. [51] ). Let x i c be classical commuting variables (here x 1 c ∼ x and x 2 c ∼ p). Now choose some ordering of the nonclassical x i (e.g. Weyl ordering, or xp ordering, or px ordering). Then any polynomial P (x) can be written in ordered form and replacing x i by x i c one gets a polynomial symbol σ(P ) of classical variables x i c . This determines a symbol map σ :
isomorphism (dependent on the choice of ordering) between polynomial rings. Then for any polynomial φ(x i c ) and any q-differential operator D one writes (P76)Dφ = σ(D(σ −1 (φ))), i.e.D is the composition
This provides a ring isomorphism of q-differential operators and classical differential operators, the latter corresponding to polynomials in (x, p, ∂ x , ∂ p ) with relations ∂ x x = x∂ x + 1, ∂ p p = p∂ p + 1, x∂ p = ∂ p x, and p∂ x = ∂ x p. The explicit formulas will depend on the ordering and are determined by∂ i andx i . Note (P77)
As for orderings, matters are clear for xp or px ordering and hence will also hold for the completely symmetric Weyl ordering
DISCRETIZATION AND QUANTUM MECHANICS.
We go back to earlier comments in Section 3 (after (3.12)) which present KP as some sort of extension of QM related via Moyal to a phase space (X, P ) and corresponding to dispersionless operators for dKP. The formation of q-KP and various q-Moyal brackets for dKP are present via Proposition 3.2 (in a somewhat dismissive manner) and we want to examine this further. Thus first look at QM and a q-QM obtained by replacing differential operators in ∂ i by q-difference operators using ∂ q i for example. Take a 1-dimensional situation with x, p ∼ ∂ x as basic and recall from (3.13) that ∂ q u = (∂ q u) + τ u∂ q so the commutator relation [∂ x , x] = 1 goes int (P78) [∂ q , x] = ∂ q x − x∂ q = ∂ q x + (τ x)∂ q − x∂ q = 1 + qx∂ q − x∂ q = 1 + (q − 1)x∂ q = 1 + (τ − 1) = τ . More generally one has Leibnitz formulas (cf. (3.13))
so e.g. (P79) ∂ 2 u = (∂ 2 u) + 2∂u∂ + u∂ 2 → τ 2 u∂ 2 q + (1 + q)τ ∂ q u∂ q + u∂ 2 q . Recall here n k q = (q; q) n (q; q) k (q; q) n−k ; (q; q) 0 = 1; (q; q) k = k 1
(1 − q j ) (4.2)
Given that the algebra of differential operators A represents QM one can define any isomorphic object or "corresponding" object to also be a quantum theory (QT). Thus the correspondence ∂ ↔ ∂ q : A ↔ A q with Leibnitz rules as in (4.1) leads to an algebra isomorphism. Indeed we can simplify here the formulas (3. KP based on x, ∂ pass directly via anti-isomorphism to QT features for ∂ z , z (or M, L). In particular corresponding phase space variables could be viewed as ζ, z (where ζ ∼ ∂ z in the same way as p ∼ ∂) and this gives us an entrée to the use of ζ, z as phase space variables as used in [31] and in Section 2. Thus in an obvious way one can expect Moyal type theory based on phase space functions A(z, ζ) to be deformation quantization equivalent to the generalized QT of z-operators which in turn is anti-isomorphic to the KP theory. The subsequent natural emergence of z-operators z, ∂ z in various formulas then allows one to formulate the dynamical theory directly in terms of Orlov-Schulman operators as in Section 2 and this could all lead to further perspective on vertex operators.
